Talbot Stevens’

Client Seminar Testimonials
“Talbot’s seminar does a great job demystifying an often misunderstood subject –
conservative leverage. He’s an engaging speaker and provides a valuable perspective that
our clients appreciated.”
— CATHARINE DOWNES, VICE PRESIDENT, NORTH SHORE CREDIT UNION, BC

“It is very obvious from the feedback received that our graduates will be much better
prepared to manage themselves financially as they head out into their careers and make
decisions on the purchase of cars, homes, insurance, and investments … thank you for
your commitment to improving the financial knowledge of our students.”
— MARK HUNTER, COORDINATOR, PARAMEDIC PROGRAM, ON

“By simply following Talbot’s workshop promotion ideas, we attracted over 400 clients
and prospects to a seminar. The crowd’s response and feedback was excellent. I would
certainly recommend Talbot as a speaker to any financial planner.”
— ELVINE SKORETZ, ASSOCIATED FINANCIAL PLANNERS, AB

“Attendance is one thing, new leads from a seminar is another. Your workshop attracted
140 people, which generated 66 new leads. You did a good job for us!”
— CECIL BALDRY-WHITE, GREAT PACIFIC MANAGEMENT, BC

“We were extremely happy with the 200+ attendance. Your book is like a bible to some.
The 100 book give-away to the first 100 in attendance was a nice draw to the public. The
business conducted has definitely covered the costs of the seminar by far.”
— JANICE MATCHETT, REGAL CAPITAL PLANNERS, ON

“Excellent ... I highly recommend Talbot Stevens as an entertaining, informative speaker
to any association or company that wants to give immediate, tangible benefit to their
members or staff.”
— PIERRE JACQUES, ONTARIO PROVINCIAL POLICE ASSOCIATION

“Your common sense approach to financial success is very refreshing as it is easily
understood. Your audience participation and your presentation shows that they
appreciate what you are doing. Again thank you for the very successful seminar.”
— WILLIS CLEVELAND, INVESTORS GROUP, ON

“St. Paul is a town of only 5,000 people … we were able to attract 250 people to the
workshop! Being only 2 years in the business Talbot's seminar brought credibility to both
my clients and prospective clients. Based on feedback forms, I believe that this seminar
has moved my career by 2-3 years.
— REAL MICHAUD, WMA SECURITIES OF CANADA, AB

